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We prove that a commutative unital Banach algebra which is a valuation ring 
must reduce to the field of complex numbers, which implies that every homo- 
morphism from I” onto a Banach algebra is continuous. We show also that if 
b E [b Rad B]- for some nonnilpotent element b of the radical of a commutative 
Banach algebra B, then the set of all primes of B cannot form a chain, and WC 
deduce from this result that every homomorphism from F(K) onto a Banach 
algebra is continuous. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Some very complicated algebras can be equipped with an algebra norm. 
Allan proved in [I] that C[[X]], the algebra of all formal powers series in one 
variable, can be embedded into some commutative Banach algebras. More 
recently Dales and the author proved independently [4, S--IO] that there exists 
some algebra monomorphisms from %‘(K)/I into g @ Ce, where X(K) is the 
algebra of all continuous complex-valued functions over an infinite compact 
space K, I is any nonmaximal prime of K(K) such that Card(%((K) ‘I) = 2% 
and 98’ is any commutative radical Banach algebra which possesses bounded 
approximate identities (this result depends on the continuum hypothesis; 
a short summary of both constructions can be found in [6], and Dales gives 
some detailed comments in his survey article [5]). 
It is even possible to prove by similar methods that every unital complex 
algebra which is an integral domain of cardinal 2% can be equipped with an 
algebra norm if it has a character (see [I I]; this result depends also on the 
continuum hypothesis). 
W’e prove here in the other direction that a complex commutati\.e unital 
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Banach algebra of dimension greater that 1 cannot be a ring of valuation, 
i.e., an integral domain in which the principal ideals form a chain (Corollary 2.4). 
More precisely if in a radical commutative Banach algebra 2 there exists 
b E 9 such that b@ is not closed (which must occur if b is not a divisor of zero), 
then there exists c E 9 such that b $ c(a @ Ce), c $ b(%? @ Ce) (Theorem 2.2). 
The proof of Theorem 2.2 gives also some information about the rate of 
decreasing of the sequence (11 xn ill/“) in commutative radical Banach algebras: 
if b F [&Z?p for some nonnilpotent b E 2, there exists c E [b&?]- such that 
lim SUP((\ 6” \jl’n/jl cn IllIn) = lim sup(/i c” l~r’n/ll b” (jr/*x) = +cc~ 
n-a 12-m 
(Theorem 2.1). So if b E [b@]- for some b E %?‘, the distribution of the rates 
of decreasing of the sequences (11 X% l\r/lL) is very irregular. (Some other results 
about the rate of decreasing of sequences of powers in commutative radical 
Banach algebras can be found in [12].) 
In Section 3 we use these results to prove that every homomorphism from 
I” onto a Banach algebra is continuous. In fact, the existence of a discontinuous 
epimorphism from ‘e(K) should imply the existence of a complete algebra 
norm over %‘(K)/I for some nonmaximal prime I of V(K) (Lemma 3.1) and 
in the case of 1” the quotient algebra P/I is a ring of valuation (it is even possible 
to deduce the continuity of all epimorphisms of lm from Bade and Curtis’s 
original paper, see Remark 3.3). 
In Section 4 we investigate the order structure of the set of primes in com- 
mutative radical Banach algebras. We prove that if there exists for some b E 9, 
a sequence (a,) of elements of 9 such that lim,_, ba, = 0 and lim,,, 
inf 11 b%z:+’ I/ = + 00 for every p E N, then there exists c E 9 such that for 
every Banach algebra a containing 9 as a closed subalgebra we have cp $ b93, 
cP$a.b, b*$c.S?, b”yJ.9l.c for every PEN. So if some element of a 
commutative Banach algebra 02 satisfies the above condition, the set of primes 
of QZ cannot form a chain (Theorem 4.2 and Corollary 4.3). This result holds 
in particular for 9 @ Ce where %! is a commutative radical Banach algebra 
having a nonnilpotent element b such that b E [biJ?p. 
In Section 5 we prove that every homomorphism from ‘e(K) onto a Banach 
algebra is continuous for any infinite compact space K, which solves a well- 
known open problem (see [5, question 191). In fact, this result is an easy con- 
sequence of Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 4.6, as the set of all primes of %(X)/1 
form a chain and as b G (b2[V(X)/I])- for every b E %(X)/I and every algebra 
norm p over V(X)/1 ([7, 171). 
The results of Section 4 do not hold for arbitrary commutative Banach 
algebras whose nilradical is infinite codimensional. In fact, some Banach 
algebras of power series possess only one nonzero prime, as pointed out by 
Grabiner in [15] (see Remark 5.5). 
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2. -4 THEOREM OF GELFAND-~!IAZUR TYPE FOR RINGS OF I7AL~ATION 
THEOREM 2.1. Let S? be a commutatie.e radical Banach algebra and let h 
be a nonnilpotent element of 9. If b E [b9]-, th ere exists a nom&potent element c 
of [bS]- such that 
lim sup(Ii 6” ;jr’“!I, c” I~~*~) L= lim sup(i cl’ J )j b” 1 “) x. 
.-7 n-x 
Proof. Add a unit e to 9. We can easily construct a sequence (h,,) of positive 
real numbers such that 
Now we construct by induction a sequence (fn) of elements of .‘A and an 
increasing sequence (p,)+” of positive integers (with p,, I j WC+ that if 
We put X,, =. e, X,, = n,“_,(hie -c (I - Ai)fj) f or n i;- 1, the following condi- 
tions are satisfied: 
There exists a sequence (e,,) of elements of 9 such that lim,+, be,,, b. 
So lim,,,_, ,I b -- b(h, -+ (I - h,) e,,,);l = 0. Taking fr =: e,,, for m large enough 
we can arrange condition (1) to be satisfied. Put -Yr :- (,l,e (I - &).f,). 
As lim _ X,fl 1’1”’ = /\1 and lim,,-, ( XT” :Il!” = h;~‘, we have I, -I 
so 
,im ,i byXl” IP” _ 
8, b?) Ill/P 
x 
P )X 
1 1 
and it is possible to find p, satisfying condition (2). 
?\‘ow suppose that fi ,...,,f,, and p  ,..., p have been chosen such that con- 
ditions (I) and (2) are satisfied. There exists a sequence (e,) of elements of .4 
such that b = lim,+, be, . So lim,,, I/ bX, - bX,e,, 81 =-: 0, lim,,,_, bX,3 -- 
bX,,(A,,.,e mI(1 -- h,,,) e,)/i = 0, and lim,,,, ,I h’llY,” -- bCtS,,“(h,, ,1~ (I -~ 
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h,,,) e,)* /j = 0 for every 4 E N. So taking fn+r = e, with tn large enough 
we can arrange condition (1) to be satisfied byf,,, . Put X,,, = X,(X,+,e +
(1 - X,+,)fn+r). Then we see, as above, that 
lim II b”XE+1 va = h . . . h 
p-m jl Jp (Il’P 1 VI+1 ? 
and it is possible to find pn+r > p, satisfying condition (2). So we can construct 
by induction two infinite sequences (p,) and (fn) satisfying conditions (1) 
and (2). 
Using condition (1) we see that the sequence (bX,) = (b%X$) is con- 
vergent. Denote by c its limit. Then c E [6(B @ @e]- = [69]-. We have, 
for every n E N, 
Using condition (I), we obtain 
So we have 
Using condition (2), we obtain 
and c satisfies the desired condition, as lim inf+&/\r ... A,) = 0 and lim 
sup&& ... h,) = + CXJ. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let 93 be a commutative complex radical Banach algebra 
and let ii be a nonnilpotent element of 9. If b%? is not closed, there exists cE [bW]- 
such tlzat c $ b[9 @ Ce], b # c[&’ @ Ce]. 
Proof. If b E [Ml-, the result follows immediately from Theorem 2.1. 
If b 6 [bB]-, Iet c be any element of [&?Z- which does not belong to M?. If 
c E b[W @ @e], then c = Xb + ab with X E C, a E 9% As c $ bG9, X fi 0 and 
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we should obtain b E [b9]- which is not the case. So c $6[’ @ Ce]. XOM 
c[W El Ce] C [bB]-, so b $ c[9? @ Ce] and the theorem is proved. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let R be a complex commutative radical Banach algebra 
and let b be an element of 9. If b is not a divisor of zero, there exists cc 9 SUCII 
that b $ c[.9? @ Ce], c 4 b[S!’ @ Ce]. 
Proof. As b is not a divisor of zero, b is not nilpotent. Also b must be a 
topological divisor of zero, as is well-known for elements of radical Banach 
algebras. Using [16, Lemma 1 S.21, we see that b.9 is not closed, and Corollary 2.3 
follows from Theorem 2.2. 
Recall that a ring of valuation is a commutative unital ring which is an integral 
domain in which the set of all principal ideals form a chain. We now obtain 
the following result of “Gelfand-Mazur type”: 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let @ be a complex commutative unital Banach algebra. 
[f 6’7 is a ring of valuation, then Q? = Ce. 
Proof. fl has a character x. As GE is a ring of valuation, the kernel of k 
is the unique maximal ideal of @ and 6?? := .“R 6, @e, where .9? 7.. ker x is 
radical. The principal ideals of 6Y form a chain so given 6, c E 9 either 
h E ~(9 !F, Ce) or c E b(9 @ Ce). As &’ is an integral domain, it follows from 
C‘orollarv 2.3 that .R := {O). So CY = Ce. 
3. CONTINUITY OF EPIMORPHISMS FROM 1,' 
It is known that the existence of a discontinuous homomorphism from 
X(K) into a Banach algebra implies the existence of an algebra norm over 
%(K);I for some nonmaximal prime I ([7, 171). A similar result holds fat 
cpimorphisms: 
IXMMA 3.1. Let K be any infinite compact space. If there exists u discon- 
tinuous homomorphism from ‘8(K) onto a Banach algebra, there exists a complete 
a[rebra rlorm over %?(K)/I for some nonmaximal prime I. 
Proof. Let p be a discontinuous homomorphism from X(K) onto a Banach 
algebra U. Put, for every f E g(K)), p(f) L= 1: y(f)!‘. Then p is a discontinuous 
algebra seminorm over P?(K). Using [7, Theorem 4.11 we see that there must 
exist a nonmaximal prime I which is closed for p. Put J = QJ(I). As p is onto, 
it is easy to see that J is an ideal of QZ which is closed in fl. Equip the quotient 
algebra r?. J with the quotient norm and denote by _O the canonical map from 
0’ onto WJ. ‘Then (Z/J is a Banach algebra, Q 2 p? is an epimorphism from 
‘6(K) onto Q/J and there exists an algebra isomorphism Llf from %‘(K)QCer 0 CP 
onto 0’ J. 
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Clearly IC Ker Q 0 v. Now letf be any element of Ker Q 0 p. As p(f) E J = 
~(1) there exists g E I such that f - g E Ker 9 C 1. So f E 1, Ker Q 0 q~ = 1, 
and # is an algebra isomorphism from %‘(K)/I onto the Banach algebra CT/J. 
This proves the lemma. 
THEOREM 3.2. Every epimorphism from P onto a Banach algebra is con- 
tinuous. 
Proof. The algebra la is isomorphic with %‘@N), where /3N is the Stone- 
C&h compactification of the set of integers (equipped with the discrete 
topology). Let I be any prime of la. There exists a unique element t of /IN 
such that 9, C I C JR%‘~ , where qt is the maximal ideal of 1” defined by t and 
0, is the set of all elements of la vanishing over some neighborhood of t in BN. 
As BN is an “F-space,” the ideal 0, is prime (see [13, Chap. 14]), and P/Ut 
is a ring of valuation (this is proved in [13, Chap. 141 in the real case, but the 
proof can easily be adapted to the complex case). So P/I N [Z”/O,]/J where 
J is some prime of P/0, , which shows that P/I is a ring of valuation. So it 
follows from Corollary 2.4 that P/I must be isomorphic with C if it possesses 
a complete algebra norm. In other terms, any prime I of Zm such that P/I 
possesses a complete algebra norm is maximal. Theorem 3.2 follows then 
immediately from Lemma 3.1. 
Remark 3.3. It follows easily from the results of [3] that the existence 
of a discontinuous epimorphism from q(X) should imply the existence of a 
primary nonmaximal ideal H of U(X) such that %7(X)/H possesses a complete 
algebra norm (by primary ideals we mean ideals which are contained in only 
one maximal ideal). Also it is possible to prove that for any primary ideal H
of V(X) we have 0, c H C At, the notations being as above. So %(X)/H N 
(V(X)/U,)/L where L is a suitable ideal of ??(X)/O, .In the case of P one can 
easily deduce from the results of [13, Chap. XIII] that the principal ideals 
of P/H form a chain and that the maximal ideal of P/H contains ome element 
which are not divisors of0 in the case where His not maximal. But Corollary 2.3 
implies then that Z”/H cannot be normed with a complete algebra norm if H 
is not maximal, and Theorem 3.2 can be obtained using only Bade and Curtis’s 
classical paper [3]. 
4. COMMUTATIVE BANACH ALGEBRAS IN WHICH THE SET OF ALL PRIMES DOES 
NOT FORM A CHAIN 
LEMMA 4.1. Let 9 be a commutative radical Banach algebra and let b be 
an element of 9’. If there exists a sequence (an) of elements of .S? such that 
lim,,, ba, = 0 and lim inf,,, 11 b”aP+l n I/ = + cc for every p E N, there exists 
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a sequence (X,) of invertible lements of .8’ 0 Ce satisfying lim,+, b/Y,! b, 
Iim inf,-, b”X,T” ‘, = lim inf n-~ il b”,Y;’ (1 == -7 33 for every p E :\T. 
Proof. We can easily construct by induction an increasing sequence (p,) 
of integers such that iI b”ain+’ ‘; 3 n for every n E N. Put ol, =- a,, , and let 
I,, be a continuous linear form over 9 such that Ii 2, I, -.= 1, I,ibnczzA1) _ 
/ bTkQ1 /‘. The function g: z - l,(b”(e + zQ1) is entire. Put -Mrz = mast, I 
g(z)‘. Iising Cauchy’s inequalities, we obtain 
So there exists A, E C, ) A*1 == 1 such that i b”(~ +- &a,) l: ;: 
h,,~+~]i i : 1’ @a~” /’ > n. Put X,! == e -t h,oc, . We have, for any 
any n 3 p 
l,[b’l(e 
p E ,V and 
As lim,_, ; b” 1) i/ = 0, we obtain lim inf,,, I( bpX;l I’ -: - co for every p E 3’. 
Also lim,_, I bX, - b 11 = lim,,, i )I, 1 1: bol, I/ = lim,!_., I/bar, / ~= 0, SO h 
lim,-, /AT:, .Forp E N, we have /I bYXi’l 1) = // b”(e + /\,a,$- 11’ 1;: ,: b%z” ’ - 
El=_, Cf;,, i, b%,ti I/. As lim,,, ba, = 0, we have lim,-, li b%,” -7: 0 for ever! 
k -< p, and the sequence (Ii=, Ci,, 11 b”olfih l;),rshz bounded for every p E .L. 
So lim inf I bJ’X:+l !I = + cc for every p E h:, and the lemma is proved. 71-j 
THEOREM 4.2. Let 9 be a commutative complex radical Banach algebra 
and let b be an element of 9. If there exists a sequence (a,) of elements of A? such 
that lim,_,, ba, = 0, lim inf,,, 11 bps Et1 /I = + co for every p E N, there exists 
an element c of .%? such that for any Banach algebra .@ containin.e 9 as a closed 
subalgebra, the following properties hold: 
( 1) cl’ 6 b.39, cl> $ gb for eaery p E 11:. 
(2) 11” $ c.@, bl’ C$ .%?c for ecer-v p E A:. 
Proof. There is no loss of generality if we suppose ;j b 1 == I. We shall 
construct by induction a sequence (Y,) of invertible elements of 9’ @ Ce 
satisfying the following properties (we put for convenience 1, e): 
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(4) 11 bnYln ... Y:-lY;+lI, > n + 1 for every n > 1 
(5) /I bnYrl ... Y,‘/j 3 a + 1 for every n > 1. 
Let (X,,&>i be a sequence of invertible elements of W @ Ce satisfying the 
properties of Lemma 4.1. The inequalities ]I b - bX, jj < $. , 1) bX,2 1) 3 2, 
I\ bXzl \I > 2 hold clearly for m large nough. So we can choose Y1 satisfying 
conditions (1) and (3)-(5) ( an condition (2) vanishes for n = I). d 
Now suppose we have constructed Y, ,..., Y satisfying conditions (1) and 
(2)-(5). As lim,-, 6X, = b, we have lim,n-sl b”X,,p = 62’ for every p E N, 
lib+, I/ lPY;-l ..’ Y;lYk”,, . . . y P _ @Y--l . . . y-ly” 3.. YnpXv,bp // = lim,,, 
11 bY, ‘.. Y, - bY, ... Y,X, 11 =” 0 for e;ery p:iVkiid every k = 0, l,..., n. 
Also lim,,, 11 Y,[bBY,p ... Y,” - bpYlp ... Y,“X,Q = 0 for every p < n. 
For the other part lim inf,,, I\ bn+lY;’ ... Y,‘X;’ 11 > (lim inf,,, /j b”+lX&’ 11) 
(11 Yl ... Y, 11-l) = +OO, lim inf,,, (1 bn+lYT+’ ... Yt+lXE+l 11 >, lim inf,,, 
(1 P+rXz+’ I\(\\ Ym-l ... Y$-” \I)-’ = + M). So taking Y,,, = X, for m large 
enough, we can arrange that conditions (l)-(5) b e satisfied and we can construct 
by induction an infinite s quence (Yn)npN satisfying al1 these conditions. 
Condition (3) implies that the sequence (by, ... Y,) is a Cauchy sequence. 
Denote by c its limit, We have 
j/ cy;l . . . Ycl - b (1 = iFm I/ bYn,.l ... Y, - 6 1’ 
=I1 c cc by,,, 
... Yqnm.l - by,,, ... Y,n I. 
?n=n+1 I 
Using condition (3), we obtain jj cYcl ... Y$ - b/j < Cz=,+, 2? = 2-“. So 
lim,,, cY;l ... Y$ = b. In particular the sequence (cY;’ ... Y;;“) is bounded. 
On the other hand we have, for 11, p E N, n > p, 11 b*Y;’ ... Yzl /I > I/ b”-” I\ 
11 beY,-l ... Y,-‘Ij~I(b”Y,-‘...Y,-‘II~~+ l.Soliminf,,,~~b~Y~‘.,.Y~‘l~= 
+ co for every p E N. Let .9? be any Banach algebra, commutative or not, 
which contains %? as a closed subalgebra. Adjoining if necessary a unit to 9 
we can assume that 98 contains 9? @ Ce as a closed subalgebra. For any x E &, 
we have x = OLC, with (Y E 99, so lim supnGm /) xY;’ ... Y$ Ij < I) (y. ji lim SU~~+~ 
j( CY;l ... Yd // < + Co. Similarly lim ~up+~ \I Y,-’ ... Y;?x jj < + cc for every 
x E c9J. So bP $ c9 and 6” $ ?ifc for every p E N. 
Also for 72 E N, we have 
I/ cnYn - bnYln ... Y;_lY;+lIJ = l& 11 Y,[b”Yln ... Y,” - bnY1” ... Y,“]i’ 
‘D 
ZzY 
II c 
Yn[bnYln ... Y,,” - bnYln ..’ Y;-, jj 
m=n+1 I, 
< f /I Y,[bnYl” ... Ym” - brLYln ... Y~,_,]i!. 
WS=n+1 
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Using conditions (2) and (4), we obtain for every n E :y :, c’~I’~~ - - f~“171” 
Iv~plE’” ’1 1 ,< 2-n, [j PY, jj > n. Now fix p E X. For n : ’ p, we have IL 
We obtain lim,_, inf ;I c”Y, (1 = +Es. 
It follows from condition (3) that b := lim,_, bl-, , so the sequence (bl.,) 
is bounded and we see as above that if g is any Banach algebra containing 9 
as a closed subalgebra, we have c*)$ ba, cn $ .&. This achieves the proof 
of the theorem. 
Recall that a commutative unital Banach algebra is said to be primary when 
it has onlv one maximal ideal. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let GIL be a commutative unital primary Banach algebra. 
If for some b E gad(&) there exists a sequence (a,) of elements of W such thar 
lim n.--r ba,, :-= 0, lim,-, inf /I bpa,P+l /I = $ co .for every p E .V, the set of primes 
of G? does not form a chain. 
Proof, It follows from the Theorem 4.2 that there exists c E dad(a) such 
that b“ G CC? and cn $ bCPG for every p E Iv. So the set (c~)~~;~ is stable under 
products and does not intersect he ideal bG!. Using a standard result of com- 
mutative algebra we see that there exists a prime ideal I of 0 such that M7 ti /, 
~1’ $1 for every p E A?. In particular b E I, c $ I. WC can obtain in a similar 
way a prime ideal J of @ such that c E J, b $ J. As I is not included in J and J 
is not included in 1, this proves the theorem. 
Remark that Corollary 4.3 is obviously true for nonprimary unital algebras: 
if (1 has two distinct maximal ideals, the set of its primes does not form a chain. 
LE:MM.-\ 4.4. Let .% be a commutative complex radical Banach algebra and 
Ier b be a ?lonnilpotent element of 22'. If b E [b@]m-, there exists a sequence (S,,) ?f 
invertiblr elements of 9 e, @e such that lim,b-or~ b-\;, b, lim,, .l. inf j bf’.Y&’ 
a.fo~ wery p E !\: and x(X’,,)! 2: I, where we denote h\’ x the unique rharartu 
qf.8 c Cr. 
Proof. \\‘c can assume without loss of generality that b I. For ever!- 
n c :\’ there exists a,, E 9 such that /I ba,, - b ~ c. 1:4n. (‘hoosr a continuous 
linear form I over J such that Z(b’“) :L= 0. The function z --) l(bll(ze 48) ‘1 
has a nonremovable singularity at zero, so it is unbounded over the set 3, 
(zc:@:O. ,z .c: I /4nj. So the function z - b”(ze + a,,) L is also un- 
bounded ovt‘r d,, , and we can choose A, E A, such that I, h“(A,e a,) L 2n. 
Put I',, A,,e a,, . IVe have 1 b - bf’, 8’ < I /2n, I bTII-;l 2n for ever! 
I1 E .\-. 
As (no - I)/J E [bti]- for every m E s, there exists a sequence (s,,,) ofelements 
rjf .8 such that lim,,-, b(me .~ LY,,,) =x 6. Put Z,,, we -! -.Y,,, If there exists 
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M > 0 such that j/ bn-lZ;’ (/ < M for every m E N, we have /I b”Z;’ - b” 11 < 
M jj b - Z,, 11, so lim,,, b”.Z&’ = b, lim,,, @Y;‘Z;;l = b”Y;l. Also lim,,, 
bY,Z,, = by,, lim,_, inf / x(Y,Z,,)j = + co, so we can choose an integer 
m(n) such that 
Put x, = Y,Z,,(,, .We have I/ bX, - b /I < l/n, i ,y(Xn)/ 3 1, and 
/I bnWIX;‘l\ = jl b ;/ I\ b”-‘X,‘(! > /( b”X,‘l\ >, i jj bnY,‘(l 3 n. 
Now if the sequence (b”-l . Z;-‘) is unbounded, the sequence (b”-lY;‘Z&l),,, 
is also unbounded (we have 1) bn-lY;‘Z$ I/ > I/ Y, /j-l (1 bn-lZkl 11) and we can 
choose a positive integer m(n) such that jj bn-l Y;lZ;+,, )I > n, 11 bY,Z,(,) - 
bY, (1 < I/2n, [ x(Y~Z~(~J)I > 1. In this case put X, = Y,Z,,,(,) . We have 
11 b - bX, I/ < l/n, // bn-lX;’ /I >, n, 1 x(Xn)li > 1. So we can construct an 
infinite sequence (X,) of invertible lements of .&T 0 @e satisfying the three 
above properties for every n E N. 
For PEN, n>p+ 1 we have ~1 b”X;l jj 3 jJ b+-p 11 I] bPX;’ Ij > 
11 b+lX;l(j >, n. So lim,,, inf /I b’X;ljI = $-cc for every p E N, and the 
lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 4.5. Let 9 be a commutative radical Banach algebra. If b E [b9]- 
for some nonnilpotent b E S”, there exists an element c of 9iJ and a sequence (u,) 
of elements of 9 such that lim,,, cu, = 0 and lim,,, inf // c%E+’ j/ = + 00 
or every p E N. 
Proof. We may assume without any loss of generality that // b (i = 1. We 
shall construct by induction a sequence (Y,) of invertible lements of B @ Ce 
satisfying the following properties (we put for convenience Y0 = e) 
(1) /I b”Y;’ ..+ Y;lY;+l ... Y;ml - b”Y,-’ ... Y;lY;+l ... Y,“il < 2-” 
for n>,l,O<k<n-I,l<p<n 
(2) j( b”k;-’ ... Y,‘(( > nn + 1 for n> l,p<n 
(3) II bYI, *.. Y,-, - bY, ..* Y, /I < 2-” for n>l,O<kQn 
(4) I x(Yn)l 2 1 for every n > 1. 
Let GG)ms~ be a sequence of invertible lements of 33’ @ @e satisfying the 
properties of Lemma 4.4. As lim,,, bX, = 6, lim,,, inf /I bX$ /( = + 00 we 
see that we can choose Yr such that the four conditions are satisfied. 
Now suppose that we have constructed (Yl ,..., Y,) satisfying these conditions. 
As lim,-, inf jj bnX;,l [( = + 00 for every p E N and lim,-, bXVIL = 6, we have 
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lim-. 19XvlJ == bP for every p E AV, 
py-l ... y-ly" 
1 ‘.. Y,“X,p jl = lim,,, 
limn,.-r inf ‘&‘I’:’ I’. Y;‘X;;,” /I = +-GO for everv p E N and every k < n. So 
taking I’,,-, -m-- X,, with m large enough, we can arrange that conditions (i)-(4) 
be satisfied. So we can construct by induction an infinite sequence (I-,),?, , 
which has the desired properties. 
ITsing condition (3) we see that the sequence (bl; ... IT,,j is a Cauch! 
sequence. Denote by c its limit. As in Lemma 4.2, we have lim,_, cI’,’ 
Y;’ z b, and the sequence (cY;-r ..’ Y;‘) is bounded. Kow for p E it: n ‘., p
we have 
b”k;-’ . . y,ly" V+l . . . y," _ pyp . . . y-1yp II 71 -1 . . . k'Z_,) 
- t /( b"y,-' .. . y,ly;+l . . . ymp- b"Y;l . . . y;'y;+l ..* Y;-, . 
,I(--11- 1 
L;sing conditions (I) and (2), we obtain ,I c~~Y;“~~’ .‘. YV;;r6’ 1 n” for ever! 
P7 n E .Y, n 2 p. Put z, == n-1 I;-’ ... Y;‘. U’e have lim,,-, cZ, 0, 
lim n-r inf fuzzy-+’ (,> lim,_, inf nn-“-l = & % for every p E :V. 
As X( I-,,) -1: 1 for every n E N, i x(Zn)’ S: I] n f or every n E :\-. So we have 
Zn ::- A,e ~- u,, with un E d, An E C, 1 X,, -< l/n. Clearlv lim,_, cu,, 0. 
Also for p E :\- we have 
As lim,_, c~Z,,~ = 0 the sequence I( c-PZ,~ 11 is bounded for every k :<: p and 
lim ,1-1 inf r%~+r :/ m= -&co for every p E 1L’. This achieves the proof of the 
lemma. 
We deduce immediately from Lemma 4.5 and Corollary 4.3 the following 
theorem : 
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THEOREM 4.6. Let a be a commutative unital Banach algebra. If b G 
[b.!?Zad(a)]- for some nonnilpotent b E Wad(@), the set of all prime ideals of Ol 
does not form a chain. 
5. CONTINUITY OF EPIMORPHISMS FROM C&(K) 
LEMMA 5.1. Let I be any prime ideal of V(K) and let .A? be the (unique) 
maximal ideal of V(K)/I. F or any algebra norm p over %?(K)/I and very b E A! there 
exists a sequence (a,) of elements of A? such that lim,,,p(bor, - b) = 0. 
Proof. This is a weaker reformulation fthe following known result: if p 
is any homomorphism from g(K) into a Banach algebra @‘, then for every 
f E g(K) we have v,(f) E [y(f2)Sj- (see [7, CorolIary 3.2; or 171). In other 
terms q(f) must be of “closed escent one” in 9 for every f E V(X) in Allan’s 
sense [2]. Denote by 9~9 the p-completion of %?(K)/I and take b E A’. We have 
b = v(f), with f E V(K), and there exists a sequence (m) of elements of 9 
such that Iim,,,p[b - b2m] = 0. 
Choose any sequence (6,) of elements of %?(:(K)/I such that lim,,,(S, - m) = 0. 
We have lim 12-m p(b - b2S,) = 0, b8, E A for every n E N, and the lemma is 
proved. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let I be any nonmaximal prime of e(K) and let p be any algebra 
norm over V(K)/I. Then p is not complete. 
Proof. V(K)/I is a primary algebra. If there were any complete algebra 
norm over %‘(K)/I Lemma 5.1 and Theorem 4.6 should imply that the set 
of primes of V(K)/I does not form a chain. But this set actually forms a chain 
(see [13, Chapt. 141; in fact this result is established in [13] in the real case 
but a routine verification shows that it holds also in the complex case). Using 
Lemma 3.1, we then obtain the following theorem. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let K be any infinite compact space. Every homomorphism 
from %7(K) onto a Banach algebra is continuous. 
COROLLARY 5.4. Let v be any homomorphism from W(K) onto a Banach 
algebra ot: Then there exists a closed subspace Y of K such that y = 4 0 0, where 
0,: V(K) --f ‘Z’(Y) is the restriction map f ---f f 1 Y and where rl, is a bicontinuous 
algebra isomorphism from U(Y) onto @. 
Proof. As T is continuous, its kernel H is closed. As is well known V(K)/H 
is isomorphic with V(Y) where Y = (t E K: f(t) = 0 for every f E H}. We have 
v = & 0 Q, where Q is the canonical map V(K) + +?(K)/H and z/r is some 
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continuous algebra isomorphism from %‘(K)/W onto I”z. But there exists a 
continuous algebra isomorphism p such that the diagram 
is commutative, and the corollary follows. 
Remark 5.5. Denote by CZ the algebra of all formal power series C,“=, h,X’” 
satisfying C,“=, 1 An j e-en2 < -J-CO, and denote by .“A the set of all elements 
of a without constant term. We equip t?? with the usual product of power 
series and with the norm 11 C,“,, h,X’” jj = Cz==, / An j &. It is well known 
and easy to see that a is a Banach algebra and that .% is radical. It follows 
easily from [14, Theorem 4.9; 15, Theorem 3.151 that S! is the only nonzero 
prime in GZ In particular the set of primes of GY forms a chain. We shall include 
here a proof of this fact for sake of completeness. 
Denote by %“1, the set of all formal power series f = xr=“=, h,X’” without 
constant term such that Xpf E 9. 
It is clear that f belongs to W, if and only if Cz=:=, )h, ~“~+r’) < .: ;c,, 
which is equivalent to the condition Cn”=, j h, j e-n2-2np < + co. For n, m t- A’, 
we have (n $- n~)~ + 2p(n + m) - [( n2 $- 2pn) -; (m2 + 2pm)] z== 2nm. so 
exp(-(n + EV.)~ - 2(n + nz)p) < exp(--n2 - 2np) exp(--m2 - 2mp). This in- 
equality implies that gD is an algebra and that the norm I: ~~=, &X” !‘; : 
-g=:=, jA, / e-f12-2np is a (complete) algebra norm over d, . As lim71-i 
[exp( -rz2 - 2np)]l@ = 0, we see that %“?, is in fact a radical Banach algebra. 
In particular W, is stable under products and (I L ,f) r - 1 belongs to -W,, 
for every f E .@P . 
Now let I be any nonzero prime ideal of CZ. As 0 is primary! we have I C .A. 
Let g be any nonzero element of I. We have, for some nonzero complex number h 
and for some n E A\‘, hg = P -:- Xnu where u E .%‘, .
As(1 -,- u) 1 - I E@, , Xn((l -r u).‘l - 1) EW, and aje-zn = .i--“[hg( I k U) -I] 
.I-[( 1 A IL--’ - I] . Ag + AgX” E g9. 
So dlF-;I1i E  and, as I is prime, S ~1. Now let h be any element of 8. 1Vc 
have. for some p E @ and some m E A’: h = p,X’jL 5~“7:, where z’ E .%’ 7,) .
As S! ,n is stable under products, X”’ as ES,,, , and h” = ~Y’~‘[~aS7” 
7 -p Yv~ -i- X’%?] E IY”7S? _C I. So Iz E I, and I = B’, which proves our assertion. 
This example shows that Theorem 4.6 may not hold for some infinite- 
dimensional commutative Banach algebras which are integral domains. In 
particular the set of elements of B satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 4.2 
may be empty for some infinite-dimensional commutative radical Banach 
algebras which are integral domains. 
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